
Mastering Digital Marketing Strategy
A Crash Course For Beginners



"Strategy without 
tactics is the 
slowest route to 
victory. 

Tactics without 
strategy is the 
noise before 
defeat."

Sun Tzu



"If you don't know 
where you're going, 
any road will get 
you there." 

Lewis Carroll



What is digital marketing

The use of digital channels to market products and services in 
order to reach consumers. (Investopedia)



What is digital marketing strategy

A comprehensive gameplan that outlines how you’ll reach your 
target audience and convert them into paying customers. A 
blueprint that guides you toward your organization’s unique 
marketing goals. (Adobe)
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Understand the industry
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis 
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1

Critical business events

First published in the Harvard Business Review in 1979, Michael E. Porter’s 5 Forces 
Analysis serves as a framework to analyse and measure an industry’s attractiveness 
based on the degree of its competitive intensity.



Understand the industry
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis 
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Critical business events

Porter defines a total of five forces (5-Forces) that company’s need to consider:

1. The existing competition in an industry (competitive intensity & rivalry)
○ How fierce is your industry's direct competition?
○ What other firms in your industry offer the same product or service that you do in your current 

location?
○ How much of a direct danger they pose to your market share?

2. The threat of new entrants
○ How tough is it to establish a business or introduce a product that might compete with yours?
○ What entrance hurdles (resource-based, financial, or imposed by the government) are there? 

3. The threat of substitutes
○ What are the alternatives to your product or service?

4. The bargaining power of suppliers
○ How much do suppliers influence your company?

5. The bargaining power of buyers
○ Are you in a buyer’s market or in a seller’s market?  Buyer power is strong if your product is at 

the mercy of the newest fad or a coupon cutter looking for a good deal.
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Critical business events

https://consulterce.com/five-forces-analysis/



Understand the industry
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis 
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Critical business events

Analyzing Your Results

Take note of how often categories are labeled as "high" or "low" once you've 
finished your analysis. It's a positive sign if the lows outnumber the highs, but it’s 
rather rare.

Consider what tangible activities you will need to take to overcome these 
possible risks and hurdles if your highs surpass your lows.

These dynamics may alter at any moment, whether you're an established 
company or a startup, so staying on top of industry trends and gaining a 
high-level view of your market is critical for long-term success.



Understand the market 
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Critical business events

Study market trends & seasonality 
with existing tools:

1. Google Trends;
2. Google Keywords Planner;
3. YouTube Trending Topics;
4. Semrush Market Explorer (.Trends);
5. Semrush Traffic Analytics (.Trends);
6. Pinterest Trends;
7. Instagram Trends;
8. Twitter Trending Topics;
9. Research your Brand on Google Search

https://trends.google.com/home


2
Understand your 
business & the 
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Understand your business 
The SWOT Analysis
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Critical business events

After you've gotten a good understanding of your industry as a whole, do a SWOT analysis 
to see where you fit in.

A SWOT analysis examines a company's internal strengths and weaknesses, as well as 
market possibilities and threats.

Completing this research will provide the specific areas of potential that your organization 
may begin developing or overcoming. 



Understand your business 
The SWOT Analysis
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Strengths

1. What is our competitive advantage?
2. What resources do we have?
3. What products are performing well?

A company’s strengths are its internal pros. 
Strengths are usually unique to that 
company, but can also be generally 
positive features that might be shared by 
another company. 

Weaknesses

1. Where can we improve?
2. What products are underperforming?
3. Where are we lacking resources?

Weaknesses are the internal faults that are 
within the company’s control. This is not a 
time to mention the strengths of other 
industry players, but rather problems 
internally.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/swot.asp



Understand your business 
The SWOT Analysis
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Opportunities

1. What new technology can we use?
2. Can we expand our operations?
3. What new segments can we test?

Analyzing opportunities requires looking at 
the industry, market, and world as a whole 
to identify chances for a company to grow 
the business.

Threats

1. What regulations are changing?
2. What are competitors doing?
3. How are consumer trends changing?

Threats, like opportunities, exist outside of 
the company, but can be damaging to its 
success and profitability. This is where we 
consider government regulation, the 
influence of other companies, the 
economy, consumer trends, and more. 
 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/swot.asp
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https://venngage.com/blog/swot-analysis-templates/

Understand your business 
The SWOT Analysis Examples
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https://venngage.com/blog/swot-analysis-templates/

Understand your business 
The SWOT Analysis Examples
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Understand your business 
The Unique Selling Proposition

Examples:

The milk chocolate melts in 
your mouth, not in your 
hand. (M&M)

Send better email 
(Mailchimp)

Performance Fabric. 
Traditional Style (Mizzen 
and Main)

You know your body. We 
know your fit (Third Love)



Understand your competition 
The Growth Share Matrix
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Critical business events

The growth-share matrix classifies your company’s products against the competitive 
landscape. A growth-share matrix is a chart divided up into four quadrants to classify 
products or business units into:

● Stars: products with high growth and high market share. Invest more in these.
● Question marks: products (usually new ones) with high growth, but low market share. 

Decide whether to invest more (if convinced it will become a star) or give up on it. 
● Cash cows: products with low growth but high market share that are usually used to 

fund investment in stars.
● Pets / Dogs: products with low growth and low market share. Decide whether to 

reposition or give up on it.

Using this market analysis framework can help determine what’s worth giving priority to, 
what to reposition, and what to ditch. 



Understand your competition 
The Growth Share Matrix (BCG)
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Critical business events

Stylised example of a BCG matrix. The products with the same colour 
belong to the same market. The products with a black outline 
indicate the products that belong to the own company. 
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Understand the buyers 

& their journeys



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Ideal Client Profile
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Critical business events

An ideal customer profile (ICP) outlines organizations 
your company is most interested in doing business 
with. 

To create this profile, consider quantifiable 
characteristics such as the number of employees, 
annual revenue, geographic location, and industry 
type. 

Create a hypothetical ICP for new ventures, or base it 
on a current client type if expanding in a niche you’re 
already familiar with.



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Ideal Client Profile
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Critical business events

https://agencyanalytics.com/blog/client-profile-template-and-tips



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Buyer Persona
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Critical business events

A buyer persona goes a step further by identifying the decision-making executive(s) at 
that organization and factoring in more personal characteristics such as pain points, 
goals, personality traits, and demographics. 

By doing this exercise, you’re grasping the humanized side of the equation that guides 
your marketing efforts (such as messaging and content creation) and even other vital 
elements such as call scripts for your sales team.

There may be more than one buyer persona at any given organization. For example, a VP 
of Marketing and an SEO Manager may both have hiring power but entirely different 
experiences. 

Coupling the quantifiable characteristics of an ideal customer profile with the emotional 
insights of a buyer persona will steer your company towards the right type of client. 



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Buyer Persona
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Critical business events

Don’t be too broad!
Define Personas in much detail.

All 3 below are Women, between 25 and 35 years, with a good financial status. 
Their preferences are NOT the same! 



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Buyer Persona
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Critical business events



Understand the buyers & their journeys
Types of Buyers
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Critical business events

1. Innovators (2.5% of the population) – people who are willing to experience new ideas 
and take risks. Are always the first to try new and fashionable things and are “leaders” of 
innovations in society. They will never become your loyal followers. 
2. Early adopters (13.5%) – people tend to accept innovations, but are more cautious 
than innovators. They start using new things when they see innovators or famous people 
using them. Early adopters’ opinions toward innovations are more important. 
3. The early majority (34%) – people are relatively conservative, and they do not have 
the leadership role. They start using new products already when a fairly large number of 
people have mastered them. 
4. The late majority (34%) – the novelty has stopped being such and has become a 
product of mass consumption. The late majority is the mainstream. Such concepts as 
“famous”, “bestseller” or “fashionable” are important for them.
5. Laggards (16%) – the most conservative part, they are usually elderly people who 
stubbornly continue to use the products they are used to.



Understand the buyers & their journeys
Types of Buyers
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Critical business events



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Conversion Funnel
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Impressions & Reach

Engagement (Subscriptions) & Clicks

Leads / Sales

Return Rate
Recommendations



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Customer Journey

31
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Critical business events

Interest & 
Awareness

Social 
Media 

Advertising
Banner 

Campaigns

Search Research Conversion Experience

Organic 
Search
Google 

Search Ads
Content 

Marketing

Blogs & 
articles

Educational 
Content

Social 
Media

In Store

Social 
Media

Write a 
review

SM Groups 
& Forums



Understand the buyers & their journeys
The Customer Journey
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Focus of Most Companies Most Companies Ignore this

Customer Experience Starts Here!

Source: CVO 
Academy



4 Understand the digital 
channels



Traditional vs Digital Marketing

34
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http://bettiblue.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Marketing-B2B-Channels-mix.png

4
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http://blog.gfk.com/2014/11/ticket-to-ride-its-the-journey-not-the-destination/

Omni-channel Thinking!

To establish a successful growth plan, most organizations will need to use a 
combination of digital channels, based on their clients’ activity. 
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Digital 

Marketing
Channels

PPC / 
SM Ads

Social 
Media

Website / 
Landing Page

Display 
Advertising

Content 
Marketing

Video
Ads E-mail 

Marketing

Retargeting
Remarketing

Affiliate 
Marketing

Influencer 
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Blog

Gated Content

Native 
Advertising

Facebook / 
Insta Ads

Linkedin Ads

TikTok Ads

Google Ads

Programmatic 
Advertising

Skype 
Ads

Waze 
Ads

Community 
Marketing

Youtube / 
TEADS 

Other Ads 
(Reddit, etc)

Mkt Places

SEO

Organic Growth

Paid Growth
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Organic Growth
Service What it means Growth Metrics Resources Needed

On-page 
Optimization 

Making your website & landing pages SEO 
-friendly & mobile friendly 

• Increase traffic
• Decrease Bounce Rate

• Designer
• HTML Developer
• SEO Strategist

Keyword SEO Showing up your web pages and landing 
pages for high volume search keywords on 
google

• Increase Traffic
• Lead generation

• SEO Strategist
• SEO Team

Content 
Marketing

Creating high quality content for blogs, social 
posts, emails and ads on your blog

• Increase Traffic
• Increase subscriptions

• Content Writer
• SEO Strategist
• Designer

Inbound 
Marketing

Nurturing Leads to conversion to retention via 
marketing automation, funnel optimization 
and retargeting

• Boost ROI
• Decrease CPA’s
• Increase Revenue
• Decrease Sales Cycle
• Build High Quality Sales Pipeline

• Inbound Marketing Expert
• MarTech Expert
• Content Writer
• Designer

Social Media 
Marketing

Promote your content via social media 
platforms by create engaging, inspirational & 
fun content to build your brand presence 
and reach new audience group

• Build Social Proof
• Reach New Audience
• Build Brand

• Content Writer
• Social Media Manager
• Designer

Guest Posts 
& Backlinks

Write for other high DA websites and get 
backlinks to your website

• Increase organic presence
• Increase DA

• Content Writer
• SEO Strategist

Email 
Marketing

Cold Email Outreach • Lead Generation • Content Writer
• Digital Marketer

Organic growth channels provide gradual but steady development, but they 
are a useful and reliable source, especially when it comes to building a solid 

lead pipeline.
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Organic Growth
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

This is the process of boosting the quantity of organic 
(or free) traffic to your website by optimizing it to "rank" 
higher in search engine results pages. Websites, blogs, 
and infographics are among the mediums that profit 
from SEO.



4

Organic Growth
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

On-page SEO: All “on page” content optimization. You may answer queries for readers 
and rank better on the search engine results pages (SERPs) by studying keywords for their 
search volume and intent (or meaning).
Off-page SEO: Everything that happens "off the page." Inbound links (backlinks), are the 
answer. How highly you rank for the keywords you care about is influenced by the number 
of publishers who link to you and their respective "authority." Network with other 
publications, producie guest articles and creating external attention.
Technical SEO: The backend of your website and the coding of your pages. Technical SEO 
techniques such as image compression, structured data, and CSS file optimization may 
all help your website load faster, which is a key ranking factor for search engines.
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Organic Growth
Content Marketing

The production and marketing of content assets 
in order to increase brand exposure, traffic, lead 
generation, and customer acquisition.
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Organic Growth
    Content Marketing

Content Marketing Ideas:

● Blog Articles: Writing and publishing articles on a company blog helps you exhibit 
your industry expertise while also driving organic search traffic to your website. As a 
result, you'll have more chances to convert website visitors into sales leads for your 
sales staff.

● Ebooks and whitepapers: Ebooks, whitepapers, and other long-form information can 
help website visitors learn more. It also lets you to trade content for a reader's 
contact information, creating leads and guiding individuals through the buyer's 
journey for your business.

● Infographics: Readers want to be shown rather than told. Infographics are a type of 
visual material that aids website visitors in visualizing an idea you'd like them to 
understand
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Organic Growth
Social Media

Use social media to promote your brand and 
content in order to raise brand recognition, drive 
traffic, and create leads for your company. Select 
the channels relevant to your audience. 
Examples: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, 
Snapchat, Pinterest, etc.
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Organic Growth
Email Marketing

There are 2 types of email marketing activities:
- Transactional Emails - automated emails 

and flows that you set-up on auto-pilot
- Promotional Emails - either individual 

initiatives or specific campaigns



4
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Organic Growth
Email Marketing

Automation is your friend! Use email flows to simplify your work
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Paid Growth This is the quickest way to generate leads and close sales for any 
company. All businesses need to start generating revenue growth in 

order to expand.

Service What it means Growth Metrics Resources Needed

Paid Social Running ads on facebook, 
instagram, pinterest, quora, linkedin

• Increase traffic
• Lead generation

• Designer
• HTML Developer
• PPC Strategist

Display 
Advertising

Banner ads on high DA websites via 
google or platforms like taboola

• Increase Traffic
• Lead generation

• Designer
• HTML Developer
• PPC Strategist

Search 
Advertising

Keyword search on google and bing • Increase Traffic
• Lead generation

• Designer
• HTML Developer
• PPC Strategist

Remarketing Retargeting leads via email, push 
and social ads to get them to 
convert

• Boost ROI
• Decrease CPA’s
• Build High Quality Sales Pipeline

• Inbound Marketing Expert
• MarTech Expert
• Content Writer
• Designer

Paid links & 
PR

Promote your content via paid 
sources and media

• Build Social Proof
• Increase Traffic

• Content Writer
• Social Media Manager

Influencer 
Marketing

Product endorsement by industry 
influencers

• Build Brand
• Build Social Proof
• Lead generation

• Content Writer
• Social Media Manager
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Paid Growth
Pay-per-click Advertising

PPC is a strategy of increasing website traffic by paying a publisher each time your ad is 
clicked. Google Ads is one of the most prevalent forms of PPC. It allows you to pay for top 
spots on Google's search engine results pages by paying "per click" for the links you put. 
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Paid Growth
Google Advertising

Google ads is the online advertising 
platform developed by Google, where 
advertisers bid to display brief 
advertisements, service offerings, product 
listings, or videos to web users. It can place 
ads both in the results of search engines 
like Google Search and on non-search 
websites, mobile apps, and videos.

Using the platform, you can set up:
- Search Ads
- Display Ads
- Video ads (on Youtube and more)
- Shopping Ads
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Paid Growth
Social Media Advertising

Social Media Ads:
● Facebook/Instagram ads is the advertising platform of Facebook/Instagram that 

aims to promote products and services through publications or ads of text, image or 
video. It is a marketing channel widely used by companies due to its large audience 
(about 2,200 million people) and its great possibilities of segmentation..

● LinkedIn Ads: refer to display ads displayed on, and targeted to users of, the LinkedIn 
platform. LinkedIn ads allow advertisers to target people based on a number of 
professional factors, including: Demographics, employment history, key skills, job title, 
location.

● Twitter Ads: allows advertisers to target content and promotions to Twitter users, 
through promoted tweets, promoted accounts and promoted trends. Targeting 
criteria: demographics, devices, interests, behavior. 

● TikTok Ads: offers advertisers the use of unique formats and targeting options. Ads 
and sponsored content appear between organic, user-generated content (UGC).

https://blog.loomly.com/targeting-definition/
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Paid Growth
Display Advertising

Display ads are images, videos, or gifs 
shown to users on websites or apps. Most 
display advertising uses square, landscape, 
or skyscraper formats with images, copy, 
and a strong (CTA) to entice users to click. 
Display ads resemble ads you might see in 
a newspaper or magazine, but they appear 
on the web.

You can use: 
- “Normal” ads - reach audiences for 

the first time
- Remarketing / retargeting ads - reach 

audiences that have already been on 
your website / social media page. 
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Paid Growth
Display Advertising

Examples or Romanian Publishing 
Houses:
● Pro TV
● Internet Corp
● Antena Group
● eAd.ro Interactive
● ThinkDigital 
● Ringier Romania
● OLX Online Services
● ARBOMedia
● Realitatea Media SA
● Others
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Paid Growth
Video Advertising

Video advertising is promotional content that plays before, during, or after streaming 
content. However, some marketing professionals expand the video advertising definition 
to include display ads with video content, social media video ads, and native video ads 
promoted on websites, such as news sites, entertainment sites, or e-commerce sites.
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Paid Growth
Video Advertising
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Paid Growth
Video Advertising
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Paid Growth
Video Advertising
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Paid Growth
Video Advertising

Sursa: http://inboundnet.com
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Paid Growth
Native Advertising

Native advertising is marketing integrated in the content, in order to blend in with the 
information around it, making it less noticeable as advertising, and therefore more 
appealing to audiences. It should be marked with labels like "sponsored" or "promoted." 

Format examples:
- News feed ads
- Paid search units
- Recommendation 

widgets
- Promoted listings
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Paid Growth
Affiliate Advertising

Affiliate marketing is performance-based advertising, in which you get compensated for 
promoting the products or services of others on your website. It operates on a 
revenue-sharing basis. If you're an affiliate, you'll get paid every time someone buys the 
product you're promoting. You pay the affiliate for every sale they assist you to make if 
you're the merchant.



5 Understand marketing 
metrics & goals



Understand marketing metrics & goals
Metrics

64

5

Critical business events

KPIs, or Key Performance Indicators, in digital marketing are measurable goals that help 
you track and assess your progress. KPIs are a great tool for business owners to monitor 
how their digital marketing strategies are doing.

Marketing Metrics Sales Metrics

Traffic Conversion rate from leads to opportunities

ROI Conversion rate from Qualified leads to sales

Conversion By Source, Medium, 
Channel

Deal win rate

ROI reporting Leads

Cost Per Acquisition Average days to close

Customer Lifetime Value Monthly recurring Revenue

Followers, Likes, Shares, Comments Profit Percentage



Understand marketing metrics & goals
Goals
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All digital marketing efforts must meet certain marketing objectives, which are usually 
drawn from business objectives.

Marketing Goals Business Goals

Reduce CPA Increase Revenue

Improve ROI Increase Profit Percentage

Followers, Likes, Shares, Comments New Customers

Increase Organic Traffic Build Brand

Lead Score High Quality Pipeline

Customer lifetime Value Repeat Business
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https://fres
hsparks.co
m/digital-
marketing-
success/
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https://co
olerinsight
s.com/201
6/09/how
-to-optimi
ze-your-di
gital-mark
eting-funn
el/



A.I.



A.I. 
Is here to stay
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How to use AI

Research
○ Save hours of work when it comes to finding trending topics & headlines.

Captions
○ Add dynamic captions to videos.

Summarizing & Repurposing
○ Scan content to quickly pull out the juiciest nuggets.

Customer Support
○ Send out free resources and links to community members via DMs.



A.I. 
Is here to stay
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How to NOT use AI

Content Creation
○ We never use anything A.I. generates word for word. We always add our own flare 

and angle.

Human Replacement
○ A.I. can save you time, but it can’t replace the creativity, empathy, or high-level 

strategy a human brings to the table. Every single A.I. tool we use is used in tandem with 
a team member who makes the real magic happen.

A.I. is NOT a shortcut to building a brand people trust.



Take this home



Things to take home
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● Understand your industry and the market, using available methodologies (such as 
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis) and tools (such as Google Trends)

● Study & understand your business (using SWOT analysis or other tools) and your 
competition (the Growth Share Matrix and other tools)

● Study & understand your buyers (the Ideal Client profile and the Buyer Persona) and 
their customer journeys 

● Understand the differences between traditional and online marketing
● Choose the marketing mix and channels most appropriate for your business and 

clients. 
● Use A.I. smartly, to simplify your work



Thanks!
roxana.david@zitec.com


